ebizframe for

Surface Transport
Surface transport logistics companies run their business operate through different types of
vehicles, trucks etc. As the competition becomes stiffer, each and every penny has to be looked
after. It is a high wear and tear business and a business with many points of leakage. Management
has to keep a hawk’s eye on all such leakage point. It has to take care of preventive maintenance,
fuel efficiency, spare parts management and other overheads too. While doing all this, it also needs
to have an efficient sales management system to please the customer.

ebizframe ERP is a software solution that addresses concerns of this industry.
Value benefits derived by our clients are enormous.

Value-Benefits harnessed by clients in logistics business from ebizframe













Lower cycle time for providing services without
guess work with visibility of available trucks or
those going to be free.
Reduction in pick up time for collecting the
material from customer site results in turn-around
time of an order.
Highly satisfied customer due to timely pick up
and avoidance of duplicate invoicing.
Correct invoices on time with complete
integration between Operations and Accounts.
No double payment to hired drivers as entry is
real time.
No manipulation - Integrated Operations and
Accounting remove chances of changes, reducing
the leakages.
Blocking leakages in revenue - 100% accuracy
about other recoverable charges for intra boarder
movement with real time recording in ERP.
Accurate accounting - Hiring of drivers and
vehicle at very short notice is a common practice.
If owner is found to be same during payment,
though on-hire drivers and vehicle are different
ebizframe; single payment against multiple
deliveries is possible. ebizframe moves liability to
the actual owner at the time of payment.













Trip wise profitability is generated enabling
the company to devise better freight plans.
Automatic transmission of information
about consignment delivery creates great
comfort level between customer and
transporter.
Management of Multiple Locations is
transparent and on-line - no confusion with
tight control on editing of vouchers.
Separate tracking of owned and hired
vehicles provides better control on operational
efficiencies. Also helps
Disciplined accounting system presents
“single version of truth”.
Add-on feature of cost center based budgeting
and accounting allows better control on
expenses, hence raise profitability.
Add-on features of Vehicle Maintenance and
Fuel Consumption helps the company to
keep track on critical costs on vehicle.

Fuel your logistics with ebizframe
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Surface Transport
It is very critical not to lose any customer, fresh
enquiry or a walk-in customer.
Then it is equally important that you serve him
with good quotation, timely pick-up and delivery
services, tracking of a consignment till it reaches
customer etc.
The automation should also take the pain of
managing rates for different routes, customer
based rates etc.

Fully integrated ebizframe for
surface transport business
takes care of enquiry follow
ups, confirmation of pickups, allocation of vehicles,
Consignment notes,
Invoicing and managing
receivables from
customers.
Proper accounting with autoposting of sales invoices, their
payment follow up gives you
better cash flows and also
have customer information
handy.
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ebizframe also manages the vehicle portfolio
with vehicle details, driver details and its
depreciation etc. ebizframe takes care of fuel
billing from authorized petrol pumps, tire and
other spare parts’ management, overheads of
driver and cleaner, fuel efficiency reports etc.

ebizframe Sales
Sales and accounts management is important for
better revenues. Similarly, timely information about
vehicle fuel consumption, condition of vehicle, its
maintenance requirement results in savings resulting
in better profitability.
Sales bill gets directly posted in accounts and
Purchase bill passing is linked to P.O., material
receipt, QC and acceptance.

ebizframe Finance
ebizframe has a powerful finance module which can
manage multi-currency, multi-location, multibranch operations with plan. It provides individual
general ledger, Trial Balance, P&L and Balance
Sheet; as well as consolidated reports as well as
flexible outstanding and ageing analysis reports. It has
project as well as cost tracking options, park and
post options for vouchers, monthly budgeting etc.
which give you a strong management control.

ebizframe Asset Management
Apart from these key modules, Ebizframe also takes
care of Asset Management with scheduled or
preventive maintenance of machines and other
assets as well break down maintenance both inhouse and through third party. It manages Fixed
Asset registers with based on both company law and
income tax requirements.

ebizframe HR & Payroll
HR and Payroll module of ebizframe is highly flexible
module with very high parameterization possibilities
in nearly all the activities of HR and Payroll managers.
Right from recruitment, personnel management,
appraisals, transfers, promotions, time management,
payroll generation, various statutory reports to MIS,
ebizframe provides manages everything. System can
be easily interfaced with any industry standard
Attendance Recording System including Biometric
systems.
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ebizframe is totally web based software which can be run directly through a browser without any need
for a third party middle tier and a software on user machine. Thus, a centralized server based software
provides you an integrated view of your organization across branches and geography seamlessly.
ebizframe has excellent MIS reports and in-built highly user friendly Report Writer which allows even a
layperson to write his or her own reports with very little training.
Thus, ebizframe provides you highly scalable single integrated platform which is ready to help you grow
with much less running around and managing your business remotely without worrying about high
additional IT related costs. Ebizframe has one of the lowest Total Cost of Ownership with most transparent
software implementation and maintenance policies. With CMM Level 5 certification from SEI and ISO
9001:2000 certification for years, ESS has a well proven implementation methodology with experience with
more than 1000 customers and 25+ countries over two decades and which has led to a very high success
in ERP implementation.

Key Reports
Operations

















Finance

Enquiry
Booking
Booking Vehicle Allocation
Close Booking
Consignment Note
Vehicle Allocation
Load Sheet
Load Sheet Update
Load Sheet Post
Shipment Status update
Bill of Entry
Bill of Entry – Consignment Note
Wise
Delivery Note Acknowledgment
Form
Invoice
Invoice Close
Invoice Cancellation
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Transactions
 Journal Voucher
 Receipt voucher
 Payment voucher
 Contra voucher
 Credit note Customer
 Debit note supplier
 Sale voucher
 Purchase Voucher
 Voucher posting
 Credit Note supplier
 Debit note supplier
 Provisional Voucher
Day Book
 Journal Book
 Bank Book
 Case Book
 Debit Note Book
 Credit Note Book
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Inventory







Material Requisition Slip
Purchase Order
Goods Receipt Note
Purchase Bill
Material Issue
Material Return Note

Add on modules available:





Vehicle Maintenance
HR & Payroll
Fixed Assets

